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AGAVE  SPP. AGAVE, MAGUEY, CENTURY PLANT. AGAVACEAE, THE AGAVE FAMILY. Large 
bold leaf succulents with tight rosettes of fleshy, fibrous leaves lined with recurved spines and 
ending in a needlelike tip. Blooming once after 10 to 20 years with enormous panicles of yellow 
tubular, nectar-rich flowers on stalks to 15 feet high, attracting hummingbirds, bees, and other 
pollinators. Plants die after seed has ripened but a circle of "pups" around the parent carry on. 
Important source of sugary sap from the flowering stalk and fiber from the leaves. Easy to 
grow, thrives best m full hot summer sun. Three native species, A. deserti, the most widespread 
in the southern deserts but none native to the Bay Area. 

 
ARCTOSTAPHYLOS  SPP. MANZANITAS. ERICACEAE, THE HEATHER  FAMILY. A large 
genus of shrubs with diversity centered in California. Like Ceanothus, the habits range from 
prostrate ground covers to shrubs and small trees, and like Ceanothus the habitats include 
coastal bluffs and old dunes, edge of forests, open woodlands, and especially chaparral. All 
species .feature red to red-brown smooth to shaggy bark (from tannins), usually vertically 
oriented ovate green to gray leaves, dense drooping clusters of small urn-shaped pink or white, 
fragrant flowers in winter and early spring, and clusters of red to red-brown and red-purple 
berrylike fruits that are edible. Fruits are eaten and dispersed by mammals and birds, while 
flowers are pollinated by many insects. Species recognition may be difficult in many cases 
(hand lenses essential) and hybrids frequently occur. Areas of diversity, especially among rare 
species, include the Monterey coast and the Bay Area and environs. Although many species are 
widespread, a goodly number are highly restricted, often to special soils. Garden conditions are 
similar to those for the ceanothuses. Details of species will be shown in different parts of the 
Garden. Among our most iconic are huge old specimens of the Alameda manzanita, A. palIida 
and King Mountain manzanita, A. regis-montana near Wildcat Creek in the foothill section, and 
the rare and nearly extinct Franciscan manzanita, A. franciscana, also in the foothill section. 

 
CEANOTHUS SPP. WILD LILACS AND VARIOUS OTHER COMMON NAMES. 
RHAMNACEAE, THE BUCKTHORN FAMILY. A large genus of shrubs with diversity centered in 
California. The habits range from prostrate creepers to large shrubs and small trees up to 20 
feet high. Habitats include coastal bluffs, coastal scrub, chaparral, the edge of forests and 
woodlands, and high desert mountains. All species feature simple, sometimes toothed leaves, 
and dense sprays of tiny white, pale pink, blue, or purple flowers, each flower with 5 hooded 
sepals and 5 scoop-like petals, 5 stamens, and a 3-sided ovary that ripens into a capsule with 
several large seeds. Leaves may be grayish, blue-green, bright and dark green and evergreen 
(most species) or winter deciduous. The leaf details vary according to subgenus: Ceanothus 
contains plants with alternate elliptical leaves with one main midvein or 3 long veins, no obvious 
stipules, and seed pods with "horns". Cerastes has opposite leaves with a pinnate vein pattern, 
often prickly teeth, and obvious corklike stipules but lacks horns on the seed pods. Ceanothuses 
share fragrant, bee-attracting flowers that can be lathered in water to make suds, and medicinal 
roots. All require well drained soils and no summer water when established in garden settings. 
Details of species will be shown in different parts of the Garden. 

 
HESPEROYUCCA WHIPPLE/. CHAPARRAL YUCCA OR OUR LORD'S CANDLE. A woody- 
based giant rosetted leaf succulent, the leaves dull to silvery green, narrowly lance-shaped, 
fibrous, and ending in a seriously sharp spine. Leaf rosettes may take over 1O years to develop 
a central flowering stalk much like the agaves, rising to 1O or more feet high and carrying 
hundreds of creamy, nodding, bell-shaped flowers (flowers edible when cooked). Large, 3- 
chambered seed pods follow to revegetate as the parent rosette dies. Many also produce a 
circle of "pups" or offsets that carry on after the parent dies. Leaves used for their fibers; roots 



high in saponins r soapy substances. Common in the chaparral of Southern California from the 
Monterey coast south and in the southern Sierra foothills. Easily propagated from seed or 
offsets. 

 
JUNIPERUS CALIFORNICA. CALIFORNIA JUNIPER. CUJPRESSACEAE, THE  CYPRESS 
FAMILY. A bushy multitrunked small tree or large evergreen shrub with pairs of tiny.dull to blue- 
green scales along the twigs, foliage fragrant. Bark is fibrous and in long strips; plants are 
dioecious, the minute pollen cones on males, and the pale purple berrylike seed cones on 
females. Fleshy seed cones are designed to be dispersed by birds; Indians sometimes ground 
the cones into flour or used the plant medicinally. Gin flavored with some species of junipers 
(the two words have a common origin). Found in very hot dry places both in the interior foothills 
of the Coast Ranges and southern Sierra as well as in many of the higher desert mountains. 
Easiest access if  at Juniper Camp on Mt. Diablo. 

 
NOL/NA SPP. BEAR-GRASS OR NOLINA. RUSCACEAE, THE BUTCHERBROOM FAMILY. 
Prominent leaf succulents from a woody rhizome similar in appearance to yuccas but the leaves 
less spiky, more flexible, and less stiffly fibrous, often lined with minute teeth. Woody stalks 
often carry leaves up to several feet above the ground. Immense panicles of white-bracted, tiny 
white flowers in midspring followed by 3-winged seed pods carried away on the wind. New 
studies indicate that nolinas are not at all closely related to yuccas, belonging instead to the 
Ruscaceae. Four native species, most growing to gargantuan sizes over time but N. interrata, a 
rare species from Otay Mountain in San Diego County, only grows to 6 feet high in flower. The 
others are widespread in the higher elevations of rocky desert mountains, none close to the Bay 
Area. 

 
OPUNTIA AND CYLINDROPUNTIA SPP. Prickly pears and chollas. Desert cacti with jointed 
stems and two kinds of spines-obvious long spines and tiny glochids, the stems storing water 
and photosynthesizing, the leaves modified into clusters of spines. Exotic looking multipetalled 
flowers of several colors in mid to late spring followed by edible red berrylike fruits. Prickly pears 
have pad-shaped, vertically oriented green stems; chollas cylinder-shaped and branched green 
stems. The fruits are called tunas in Mexico and used in many ways; the pads are nopales and 
are eaten as a vegetable. None are native to the Bay Area. 

 
RHUS OVATA. SUGAR BUSH. ANACARDIACEAE, THE SUMAC FAMILY. Large evergreen 
shrub (sometimes a small tree) with fragrant, ovate, taccoid leaves, brown bark, and dense 
branched spikes of small pink-budded white flowers from late winter to early spring, followed by 
rhomboid red drupes that look as though they're frosted with sugar, the hairs actually containing 
a lemony flavored substance usable in drinks. Restricted to the chaparral of Southern California 
mountains and the margins of the Sonoran Desert. Closely related to the lemonade berry, R. 
integrifolia, another evergreen shrub from Southern California. 

 
RIBES SPP. CURRANTS. GROSSULARIACEAE, THE GOOSEBERRY FAMILY. With one 
exception, deciduous medium-sized shrubs with sticky, fragrant, maplelike leaves and trusses of 
showy pink, red, or white (one species yellow) flowers, each flower with both colored sepals and 
petals and an inferior ovary that ripens into a edible but often insipid berry, good for attracting 
birds. Most live on the margins of woodlands and forests in the foothills and middle elevations of 
the mountains, sometimes in full sun. The most widely planted is R. sanguineum glutinosum, 
the pink flowering currant, which blooms at winter's end and early spring, attracting 
hummingbirds. R. malvaceum, the chaparral currant, grows in drier habitats and blooms during 



the heart of winter. Pink flowering currant occurs in Tilden Park as well as many other Bay Area 
locales while chaparral currant is found on Mt. Diablo. 

 
SALVIA SPP. SAGES AND CHIA. LAMIACEAE, THE MINT FAMILY.A varied and important 
dryland genus containing several semi-evergreen shrubs (some are summer deciduous without 
water), one woody creeping ground cover (S. sonomensis, Sonoma sage), one herbaceous 
shade-loving ground cover (S. spathacea, hummingbird sage), and two annuals, the most 
famous of which is chia (S. columbariae). All share square stems with pairs of highly fragrant 
sage-scented leaves and whorled spikes of two-lipped flowers rich in nectar and followed by 
sepals that contain edible and nutritious nutlets. Sages have been used for many purposes 
including medicines as well as their edible seeds, chia being perhaps the most widely 
harvested. The .Bay Area is home to the hummingbird sage mostly in coastal mountains, the 
black sage (S. mellifera) an abundant shrub with pale purple flowers on Mt. Diablo, chia growing 
on dry rocky slopes inland, and Sonoma sage spilling over rocky hillsides in Sonoma County. 
Most other sages, especially the shrubby species live in deserts, chaparral, and coastal sage 
scrub in Southern California. Most have leaves usable in herbal teas and in small amounts for 
flavoring food and most are easy to grow. 

 
TR/CHOSTEMA LANATUM. WOOLLY BLUE CURLS OR ROMERO LAMIACEAE, THE MINT 
FAMILY.A small evergreen shrub with dense, bright green, scented linear leaves similar to 
rosemary and clusters of showy blue and purple, two-lipped flowers in spring, sporadically in 
summer, and again in fall, each flower with woolly purple sepals, blue petals, and long curled 
stamens, the flowers visited by hummingbirds. Widespread on rocky slopes especially after fire 
in the chaparral from Pinnacles National Monument south but not found in the immediate Bay 
Area. 

 
YUCCA SPP. YUCCAS, JOSHUA TREE, AND OUR LORD'S CANDLE AGAVACEAE, THE 

. AGAVE FAMILY. Although the latter name is applied to Hesperoyucca whipplei, distinguished 
from the others by flowering only once, then dying ( monocarpic), yuccas all are woody-based 
giant succulent-leafed perennials with long, linear to lance-shaped, rigid and highly fibrous 
leaves that end in a spine, and immense panicles of small, creamy to white, bell-shaped flowers 
in SP,ring folllowed by three-chambered seed pods than contain six rows of flat, coinlike seeds 
inside. Our three true yuccas- Y. brevifolia, the joshua tree, Y. schidigera, the Spanish dagger 
or Mojave yucca, and Y. baccata, the banana yucca-are all desert plants, the Joshua tree 
restricted to middle elevations in the Mojave Desert, and the only tree species in our region, the 
multibranched trunks reaching to 40 feet high and the plants adding girth to their trunks over 
their entire lifetimes. Joshua trees bloom heavily every two to three years and like all other 
yuccas are pollinated by tiny pronuba moths, the moths deliberately gathering a ball of pollen 
and placing it on the stigma while laying eggs inside the ovary. This mutualistic relationship 
feeds the moth larvae while assuring seed set of the yuccas. 

 
The Mojave yucca actually occurs at middle elevations throughout southern deserts, usually 
growing 15 to 20 feet high but occasional individuals can grow taller. The longer leaves are lined 
with curled fibers and the massive flower displays are showier than on joshua trees, and often 
occur every year. The banana yucca, mostly in the eastern parts of our deserts, are more a 
multibranched shrub, seldom growing over 4 to 6 feet high, with blue-green leaves lined with 
curled fibers, and spikes of nodding, bell-shaped creamy flowers striped with red purple and 
followed by fleshy seed pods that to some suggest bananas and were used as food. All yuccas 



have soapy roots and blossoms, the latter edible when cooked, and all provide strong fibers that 
run the length of ·the leaves. None of the species are native close to the Bay Area. 

 
 
ARTEMISiA SPP. MUGWORT, SAGEBRUSH, AND OTHERS. ASTERACEAE, THE DAISY OR 
SUNFLOWER FAMILY. Important genus of rhizomatous, winter-dormant perennials and small 
shrubs, mostly with highly fragrant, sage-scented foliage, the leaves simple and toothed to 
highly dissected and green to silvery gray. The tiny wind-pollinated pale yellow flower heads 
appear in late summer and fall and are relatively inconspicuous. Many have been used 
medicinally. Often the rhizomatous species are found on banks of water courses while the 
shrubs are mostly in drylands such as the high desert, coastal scrub, and the edge of chaparral 
with one species-A. pycnocephala or dune sagewort-on coastal dunes. Most grow well in 
gardens although some are invasive. Local species include the dune sagewort, California 
sagebrush (A. californica) in coastal scrub and chaparral, and A. douglasiana or mugwort, found 
in many habitats and growing from spreading rhizomes. Other species include the high desert 
dominant, A. tridentata or big sagebrush, amenable to Bay Area gardens and silver wormwood, 
A. ludoviciana another rhizomatous species. Also little known is our native version of tarragon, 
A. dracunculus, common in dry streambeds. 

 
LINANTHUS {LEPTODACTYLON) CALIFORNICUS. PRICKLY PHLOX. POLEMONIACEAE, 
THE PHLOX FAMILY.A small bushy woody perennial or shrub from rocky hills in coastal 
Southern California, blooming most of the year but with the best flower production in spring. 
Stems are covered with pairs of digitately divided, fingerlike leaflets with sharp spiny tips. 
Clusters of showy bright pink or rose-purple pinwheel-shaped flowers are displayed at branch 
tips. . 

 
LUPINUS ALBIFRONS. FABACEAE, THE PEA FAMILY. Silver-leaf bush lupine. Fast-growing 
semideciduous (often in summer) palmately compound, hairy gray leaves and striking spikes of 
blue-purple, fragrant pealike flowers in midspring, followed by peapod-like legumes with large 
seeds ejected by the pods twisting when ripe. Strong draw to bees and other pollinators. Short 
lived in gardens requiring well-drained soils and little summer water. Widepsread on rocky 
slops on the edge of woodlands and chaparral throughout the foothills and native to Tilden 
Park and Mt. Diablo as well as Mt. Tamalpais and many other parts of the Bay Area. 


